Task Analysis
CREATING UNSTOPPABLE SUCCESS FOR
YOUR SMALL BUSINESS

www.WalterReade.net

Which Internet Marketer
Makes More Money?
 “Pay me $3,000 after you’ve made your first

$20,000 using my system.”

 “I’ll refund your $997 after you’ve made your first

$20,000 using my system.”
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Challenges
 We’re not sure what to do next
 Not enough information
 Too much information
 Therefore . . .
 We procrastinate
 We spend too much time on non-value-adding activity
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How do we move forward?
 We want our work to be . . .




As effective as possible
As efficient as possible
Simple to perform!

 How do we this this?




Map our value-adding activities
Create simple “cheat sheets” to follow
Improve or process!

 (Safety Notice: If you do this, please wear a hard hat,

because money will fall from the sky)
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Mapping Your Process
 Hierarchal Task Analysis
 Function Analysis Systems Technique (FAST)
 Creates linkages between why you do something, and how you
do something.
 Allows you to get your mind around the entire process and
think more comprehensively
 Easily identifies what sticking points you need to resolve
 Helps you to find a better way to create value!
 Materials Required:
 Post-It notes (best are the “extra sticky”)
 Black Sharpie Market
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Example: Get Gas
Why?
Parent
Function

Drive Car
(to station)

Note: “Get Gas” could be a sub-function of a larger process, e.g., “Go Shopping in Chicago”

Notice the verb/noun pairs
Align Cap
(to pump)

Make
Payment

Stop Car

Fill-Up Car

3-7 functions per level (for each function block) works well - If
more than 7 functions, consider grouping some in a lower
level. We don’t need/want to drill down on all the functions!
CTQ
3

CTQ
1

Level 2
Functions

How?

Get Gas

Level 1
Functions

Time

Get Gas (for Your Car)

Check Cap
Location

Turn off
Ignition

Put in Park

Open Tank

Insert Nozzle

Squeeze
Handle

Wait for Full
Tank

Close Tank

CTQ functions can be on any level.

Level 3
Functions

CTQ
2
Turn Key

Pop Latch

Twist Cap

Notes

CTQ 1: This was chosen because I often pull up on the wrong side.
CTQ 2: This rarely happens to me. I chose it because it is an important safety function.
CTQ 3: This was chosen because it helps illustrate some concepts in the Control and Verification exercise.
Why wasn’t “Twist Cap” chosen as a CTQ? Don’t you need the cap off to get gas in the car? Functional Flow Mapping is a tool that helps us focus on
the process functions we need to get right for a healthy, defect-free process. While we do need the cap off, it is never an issue in practice (at least for
me). So, we don’t need to focus on it. You don’t get “extra credit” for mapping things that aren’t going to help you get to root cause for the problem at
hand. Use judgment on how much detail to include!!
SUPER IMPORTANT: Identifying CTQ functions is not the same as determining root cause! Generally, lack of standards for a particular function is the
root cause. Go and see!
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Publish EzineArticle
Why?
Get
Backlinks

Time

Publish
EzineArticle

How?
Choose
Topic

Find Theme
Words

Write Title

Choose
Keyword

Use Google
Sets

Check EA
Title Suggest

Use Headline
Creator Pro

Choose
Template

Visit
goo.gl/YoEmv
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Write
Author Box

Write Body

Use Theme
Words

Write
Naturally

Include link
and URL

Upload
Content

Publish EzineArticle
Get
Backlinks

Publish
EzineArticle

Choose
Topic

Choose
Keyword

Upload
Content

Write Article

Find Theme
Words

Write Title

Use Google
Sets

Check EA
Title Suggest

Why?

Time
How?
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Write
Author Box

Write Body

Use Headline
Creator Pro

Choose
Template

Visit
goo.gl/YoEmv

Use Theme
Words

Write
Naturally

Include link
and URL

Does This Really Help?
 Yes!!
 It will simplify your work, make it more efficient, and

make it more effective!


(When you do things repeatedly, it uses less mental energy.)

 It will ensure you work on things that add value to

your business.
 It will allow you to outsource some of your work.
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